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Highlight
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Declutter
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Explain
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Sparkle
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Tidy Data



Next1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 11Previous

Can We Plot Untidy Data?

german_speakers_numeric <- read_excel(path = "data-raw/german-and-french-speakers.xlsx",
                                      sheet = "German speakers",
                                      na = "-") %>% 
  clean_names()

german_speakers_numeric

state
<chr>

number_of_germ...
<dbl>

number_of_germ...
<dbl>

number_of_germ...
<dbl>

Alabama 426 395 711
Alaska 331 201 131
Arizona 636 858 136
Arkansas 635 557
California 440 318 854

1-5 of 51 rows
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Can We Plot Untidy Data?

ggplot(data = german_speakers_numeric,
       mapping = aes(x = ???,
                     y = state))
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Next1 2 3 4 5 6 ... 31Previous

Can We Plot Untidy Data?

german_speakers_tidy <- german_speakers_numeric %>% 
  pivot_longer(cols = -state,
               names_to = "year",
               values_to = "number") %>% 
  mutate(year = parse_number(year))

german_speakers_tidy

state
<chr>

year
<dbl>

number
<dbl>

Alabama 2017 426
Alabama 2018 395
Alabama 2019 711
Alaska 2017 331
Alaska 2018 201

1-5 of 153 rows
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Can We Plot Untidy Data?

ggplot(data = german_speakers_tidy,
       mapping = aes(x = number,
                     y = state)) +
  geom_col() +
  facet_wrap(~year)
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Pipe Data Into ggplot



Load Data

third_grade_math_proficiency <- read_rds("data/third_grade_math_proficiency.rds")

third_grade_math_proficiency

school
<chr>

school_id
<dbl>

district
<chr>

district_id
<dbl>

percent_profi...
<dbl>

Brooklyn
Primary School

2 Baker SD 5J 1894 0.44954128

Haines
Elementary
School

4 Baker SD 5J 1894 0.86363636

Pine Eagle
Charter School

15 Pine Eagle SD 61 1897 0.58333333

Alsea Charter
School

17 Alsea SD 7J 1899 0.33333333
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Pipe Data Into ggplot

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(year == "2018-2019") %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J")

school
<chr>

school_id
<dbl>

district
<chr>

district_id
<dbl>

percent_profi...
<dbl>

Abernethy
Elementary
School

822 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.70652174

Ainsworth
Elementary
School

823 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.80434783

Alameda
Elementary
School

824 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.83050847
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Pipe Data Into ggplot

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(year == "2018-2019") %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = school, y = percent_proficient)) +
  geom_col() +
  coord_flip()
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Pipe Data Into ggplot
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Your Turn

1. Create a new RMarkdown document

2. Create a data frame called enrollment_by_race_ethnicity by reading in your
race/ethnicity data from the data wrangling and analysis section using the
read_rds() function

3. Pipe your data into a bar chart that shows the breakdown of race/ethnicity among
students in Beaverton SD 48J in 2018-2019
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Highlight



Reorder Plots to Highlight
Findings



Reorder Plots to Highlight Findings

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(year == "2018-2019") %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = reorder(school, percent_proficient),
             y = percent_proficient)) +
  geom_col() +
  coord_flip()
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Reorder Plots to Highlight Findings
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Reorder Plots to Highlight Findings

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(year == "2018-2019") %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  mutate(school = fct_reorder(school, percent_proficient)) %>%
  ggplot(aes(x = school, 
             y = percent_proficient)) +
  geom_col() +
  coord_flip()
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Reorder Plots to Highlight Findings
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Your Turn

Make a bar chart that shows race/ethnicity in Beaverton SD 48J. As before, filter your
data to only include 2018-2019 data and only include Beaverton SD 48J. Then, do the
following:

1. Using the reorder() function, make a bar chart that shows the percent of
race/ethnicity groups in descending order

2. Make the same bar chart using mutate() and fct_reorder() to reorder the
race/ethnicity groups
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Line Charts



Line Charts

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, 
             y = percent_proficient)) +
  geom_line()
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Line Charts
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Line Charts

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, 
             y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line()
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Line Charts
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Your Turn

Make a line chart that shows the growth in the Hispanic/Latino population in school
districts from 2017-2018 to 2018-2019
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Use Color to Highlight
Findings



Source: Financial Times, March 11, 2020
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Use Color to Highlight Findings
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Use Color to Highlight Findings

highlight_school <- third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(school == "Vestal Elementary School")

highlight_school

school
<chr>

school_id
<dbl>

district
<chr>

district_id
<dbl>

percent_profi...
<dbl>

Vestal
Elementary
School

896 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.2820513

Vestal
Elementary
School

896 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.6428571

2 rows | 1-5 of 6 columns
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Use Color to Highlight Findings

rru_orange <- "#FF7400"
rru_gray <- "#C3C3C3"

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) +
  geom_line(data = highlight_school,
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange)
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Use Color to Highlight Findings
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Your Turn

1. Identify one school district that has had a lot of growth in its Hispanic/Latino
population from 2017-2018 to 2018-2019

2. Create a new data frame called highlight_district and only include this district
in it

3. Use the highlight_district data frame to create a new geom_line() layer on
top of the other data

4. Make sure this new layer is a bright color and all other layers are some type of light
gray
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Declutter



Remove the Default Gray Background
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Remove the Default Gray Background

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  theme_minimal()
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Remove the Default Gray Background
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Remove Axis Titles

Source: ggplot2 documentation
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Remove Axis Titles

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  theme_minimal() + 
  theme(axis.title = element_blank())
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Remove Axis Titles
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Remove or Minimize Grid Lines

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  theme_minimal() +
  theme(axis.title = element_blank(),
        panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
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Remove or Minimize Grid Lines
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Work with Existing Themes

library(hrbrthemes)

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY")
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Work with Existing Themes
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Your Turn

Use some combination of:

Complete themes: e.g. theme_minimal() or theme_ipsum() from hrbrthemes

The theme() function

Do the following:

1. Remove gray background

2. Remove axis titles

3. Remove or minimize grid lines
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Explain
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Use the scales Package for
Nicely Formatted Values



scales

highlight_school

school
<chr>

school_id
<dbl>

district
<chr>

district_id
<dbl>

percent_profi...
<dbl>

Vestal
Elementary
School

896 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.2820513

Vestal
Elementary
School

896 Portland SD 1J 2180 0.6428571

2 rows | 1-5 of 6 columns
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scales

library(scales)

highlight_school <- third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(school == "Vestal Elementary School") %>% 
  mutate(percent_proficient_display = percent(percent_proficient, accuracy = 1))

highlight_school %>% 
  select(school, percent_proficient, percent_proficient_display)

school
<chr>

percent_proficient
<dbl>

percent_proficient_disp...
<chr>

Vestal Elementary School 0.2820513 28%
Vestal Elementary School 0.6428571 64%

2 rows
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Your Turn

1. Make a new variable called percent_display that shows the
percent_of_total_enrollment variable as a nicely formatted percent (rounded
to the nearest whole number)

2. Make sure you save this as highlight_district (i.e. don't just display the result)
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Use Direct Labeling
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Use Direct Labeling

rru_gray <- "#d9d9d9"

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school,
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display),
            color = rru_orange,
            nudge_x = c(-0.06, 0.06)) +
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0) + 
  theme(axis.title = element_blank(),
        panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
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Use Direct Labeling
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Use Direct Labeling

highlight_school <- third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(school == "Vestal Elementary School") %>% 
  mutate(percent_proficient_display = percent(percent_proficient, accuracy = 1)) %>% 
  mutate(percent_proficient_display = case_when(
    year == "2018-2019" ~ str_glue("{percent_proficient_display} of students are proficient")
    TRUE ~ percent_proficient_display
  ))
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Use Direct Labeling

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE, 
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display),
            color = rru_orange, 
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0) + 
  theme(axis.title = element_blank(),
        panel.grid.minor = element_blank())
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Use Direct Labeling
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Your Turn

Add text to display the percentage of Hispanic/Latino students in Douglas ESD in 2017-
2018 and 2018-2019
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Use Axis Text Wisely



Use Axis Text Wisely
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Use Axis Text Wisely

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE, 
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display),
            color = rru_orange, 
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = percent_format(),
                     limits = c(0, 1)) + 
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY")
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Use Axis Text Wisely
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Your Turn

Make your y axis labels show up as nicely formatted percents using the
percent_format() function.
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Use Titles to Highlight
Findings
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Use Titles to Highlight Findings

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display), 
            color = rru_orange,
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = percent_format(accuracy = 1)) + 
  labs(title = "Vestal Elementary School showed large gains in\nthird grade math proficiency scores from 2017-2018 to 2018-2019")
  scale_y_continuous(labels = percent_format(), 
                     limits = c(0, 1)) + 
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY")
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Use Titles to Highlight Findings
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Your Turn

Add a title to highlight your main finding
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Use Color in Titles to
Highlight Findings



Use Color in Titles to Highlight Findings

library(ggtext)

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display), 
            color = rru_orange,
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  labs(title = "<span style = 'color: #FF7400;'>Vestal Elementary School</span> showed large gains in<br>third grade math profici
  scale_y_continuous(labels = percent_format(), 
                     limits = c(0, 1)) + 
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY") +
  theme(plot.title = element_markdown())
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Use Color in Titles to Highlight Findings
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Your Turn

Use color in your title to highlight your main finding. You'll need to:

1. Add HTML in the labs() function to add the title

2. Change the plot.title argument in the theme() function so that it interprets the
HTML correctly

R for the Rest of Us
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Use Annotations to Explain



Source: Financial Times
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Use Annotations to Explain

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display), 
            color = rru_orange,
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = percent_format(accuracy = 1)) +
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY") +
  labs(title = "<span style = 'color: #FF7400'>Vestal Elementary School</span> showed large gains in<br>third grade math proficie
  theme(plot.title = element_markdown()) +
  annotate("text",
           x = 2.02,
           y = .37,
           label = "Gray lines repesent\nall schools in Portland",
           color = "#A0A0A0",
           hjust = 0)
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Use Annotations to Explain
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Your Turn

Add an annotation somewhere on your chart to help the reader understand it better
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Make it Sparkle



Don't Use Defaults
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Don't Use Defaults
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Tweak Spacing Around Your Plot
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Tweak Spacing Around Your Plot

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE, 
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display),
            color = rru_orange, 
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(label = percent_format(),
                     limits = c(0, 1)) +
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY") +
  labs(title = "<span style = 'color: #FF7400'>Vestal Elementary School</span> showed large gains in<br>third grade math proficie
  theme(plot.title = element_markdown()) +
  annotate("text",
           x = 2.02,
           y = .37,
           label = "Gray lines repesent\nall schools in Portland",
           color = "#A0A0A0",
           hjust = 0) +
  scale_x_discrete(expand = expansion(add = c(0.1, 0.5)))
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Tweak Spacing Around Your Plot
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Your Turn

Use the expand argument within the scale_x_discrete() function to remove any
gaps in your plot
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Customize Your Theme



Make Your Own Custom Theme

theme_dk <- function() {
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              grid = "XY") + 
    theme(plot.title = element_markdown())
}
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Make Your Own Custom Theme

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display), 
            color = rru_orange,
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = percent_format(accuracy = 1)) + 
  labs(title = "<span style = 'color: #FF7400;'>Vestal Elementary School</span> showed large gains in<br>third grade math profici
  annotate("text", 
           x = 2.02, 
           y = 0.4, 
           label = "Gray lines show other\nPortland Public Schools\nfor comparison",
           hjust = 0,
           size = 3, 
           color = "#A0A0A0") + 
  scale_x_discrete(expand = expansion(add = c(0.1, 0.5))) +
  theme_dk()
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Make Your Own Custom Theme
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Your Turn

1. Make your own theme by combining elements of the theme() function and/or
themes from other packages (e.g. theme_ipsum())

2. Add this theme to your plot, removing any code that is now redundant
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Customize Your Fonts



Import Custom Fonts

library(extrafont)

font_import(pattern = "Karla")
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Load Fonts

loadfonts()

fonts()
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theme_dk <- function() {
  theme_ipsum(axis_title_size = 0,
              base_family = "Karla",
              grid = "XY") +
    theme(plot.title = element_markdown())
}

third_grade_math_proficiency %>% 
  filter(district == "Portland SD 1J") %>% 
  ggplot(aes(x = year, y = percent_proficient,
             group = school)) +
  geom_line(color = rru_gray) + 
  geom_line(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE,
            color = rru_orange) +
  geom_text(data = highlight_school, 
            inherit.aes = TRUE, 
            aes(label = percent_proficient_display),
            color = rru_orange, 
            family = "Karla",
            hjust = c(1.05, -0.05)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(label = percent_format(),
                     limits = c(0, 1)) +
  labs(title = "<span style = 'color: #FF7400'>Vestal Elementary School</span> showed large gains in<br>third grade math proficie
  annotate("text",
           x = 2.02,
           y = .37,
           label = "Gray lines repesent\nall schools in Portland",
           color = "#A0A0A0",
           family = "Karla",
           hjust = 0) +
  scale_x_discrete(expand = expansion(add = c(0.1, 0.5))) +
  theme_dk()
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Your Turn

1. Install the extrafonts package

2. Run the font_import() function to make all fonts on your computer available in R
(it will take a few minutes)

3. Run the loadfonts() function to make sure all fonts are available to R

4. Change all text to use a custom font (you'll have to do this in a few different places)
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Try New Plot Types
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ggrepel
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https://rfortherestofus.com/
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gganimate
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ggridges
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https://wilkelab.org/ggridges
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ggalt
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https://github.com/hrbrmstr/ggalt
https://rfortherestofus.com/


ggbeeswarm
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ggraph
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ggraph
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ggraph
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waffle
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https://github.com/hrbrmstr/waffle
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patchwork
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https://twitter.com/littlemissdata/status/1229176433123168256
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shadowtext
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https://twitter.com/dgkeyes/status/1237812892189093888
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Your Turn

1. Use one of the packages above to make a unique plot. For example, you might use
dumbell plots in the ggalt package to show change in the Hispanic/Latino
population from 2017-2018 to 2018-2019 for all districts.

2. When you finish your plot, email it to me at david@rfortherestofus.com! I'd love to
see what you come up with.
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